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Abstract
We propose a novel prescription to take off the square root of Nambu-
Goto action for a p-brane, which generalizes the Brink-Di Vecchia-
Howe-Tucker or also known as Polyakov method. With an arbitrary
decomposition as d + n = p + 1, our resulting action is a modi-
fied d-dimensional Polyakov action which is gauged and possesses a
Nambu n-bracket squared potential. We first spell out how the (p+1)-
dimensional diffeomorphism is realized in the lower dimensional action.
Then we discuss a possible gauge fixing of it to a direct product of
d-dimensional diffeomorphism and n-dimensional volume preserving
diffeomorphism. We show that the latter naturally leads to a novel
Filippov-Lie n-algebra based gauge theory action in d-dimensions.
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1 Introduction
A p-brane is a spatially extended object propagating in a target spacetime.
The number p counts spatial dimensions of the brane such that p = 0, 1, 2, · · ·
correspond to point-like particle, string, membrane etc. The geodesic motion
of a point particle i.e. p = 0 brane, minimizes the relativistic length of the
trajectory in the target spacetime. Nambu-Goto action for a p-brane then
generalizes this geometric significance: the induced worldvolume of the brane
is to be minimized.
With an embedding of (p+ 1)-dimensional worldvolume coordinates into
D-dimensional target spacetime,
X(ξ) : ξm −→ XM , (1)
where m = 0, 1, · · · , p and M = 0, 1, · · · ,D − 1, the Nambu-Goto action for
a p-brane is [1]
SN.G. = −
∫
dp+1ξ
√
− detGmn . (2)
Here Gmn is the induced metric onto the worldvolume such that the action
measures the relativistic worldvolume of the p-brane in the target spacetime,
Gmn := ∂mXM∂nXNGMN (X) . (3)
For simplicity we set the brane tension to unit.
Despite of its elegant geometric significance, Nambu-Goto action is hard
to quantize due to the presence of a highly nonlinear structure, the square
root. An equivalent but far more convenient action is available, thanks
to Deser-Zumino [2], Brink-Di Vecchia-Howe [3] and Howe-Tucker [4], by
introducing an auxiliary worldvolume metric hmn:
SPoly. = −12
∫
dp+1ξ
√
−h
[
hmn∂mX
M∂nXM + 1− p
]
. (4)
This action is often dubbed Polyakov action. Integrating out the auxiliary
worldvolume metric using its equation of motion, hmn ≡ ∂mXM∂nXM for
p 6= 1 or hmn ∝ ∂mXM∂nXM for p = 1, the Polyakov action reduces to
the Nambu-Goto action SPoly.≡ SN.G.. Here and henceforth we denote the
on-shell equality as well as gauge fixings by ‘≡’ and the defining equality
by ‘:=’. Both Nambu-Goto and Polyakov actions (2), (4) are manifestly
invariant under the (p + 1)-dimensional worldvolume diffeomorphisms.
In the present paper we generalize the Brink-Di Vecchia-Howe-Tucker-
Polyakov method and construct an action whose characteristic features are,
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compared to the Polyakov action, the appearance of gauge covariant deriva-
tives and a Nambu bracket squared potential. After some gauge fixing we
show that our action can be identified as a lower dimensional gauge theory
action based on Filippov-Lie algebra.
Previous works on related topics include the light-cone gauge fixed action
of a p-brane [5, 6].1 Taking the light-cone gauge means fixing the light-cone
variable to a classical on-shell value. Hence the light-cone gauge action de-
scribes only a sector of classically fixed light-cone momentum and breaks
the full background isometry. In contrast, our resulting action is covari-
ant and the full background isometry survives. Furthermore, the covariant
derivative in our action takes a different form and is based on Filippov-Lie
algebra.
In particular, applying our result to the Nambu-Goto action for a five-
brane we obtain a Filippov three-algebra based gauge theory action in three
dimensions. As we will see, the precise form of the gauge covariant deriva-
tive and the presence of the three-algebra squared potential are identical to
the Bagger-Lambert-Gustavsson description of multiple M2-branes [7, 8].
2 General analysis
Our prescription to generalize the Brink-Di Vecchia-Howe-Tucker-Polyakov
method first starts with dividing formally the p-brane worldvolume dimen-
sion into two parts,
1 + p = d+ n , (5)
which corresponds to the decomposition of the worldvolume coordinates into
two sets:
{ ξm } = {σµ , ςi} , (6)
where µ = 0, 1, · · · , d − 1 and i = 1, · · · , n. The decomposition here is a
priori arbitrary as for any positive integers d, n. One natural application of
the splitting will be the case where p-brane is extended over both compact
and non-compact directions: In this case we reserve ςi for compact directions
and σµ for non-compact directions including time.
1The appearance of a gauge connection from diffeomorphism invariance is also well
known in Kaluza-Klein theory, see [9] and references therein. However, the gauge field in
Kaluza-Klein theory originates from the spacetime metric which is dynamical in gravity,
while in our action the gauge field is introduced as a non-dynamical auxiliary variable.
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According to the splitting, the induced metric (3) decomposes into the
following d×d, d×n and n×n blocks K,B, V defined by
Kµν := Gµν , Bµi := Gµi , Vij := Gij . (7)
The first crucial step in our formalism is to express the determinant of the
(p + 1)×(p + 1) induced metric as a product of two determinants of the
smaller d× d and n× n matrices:
detGmn = det K˜ detV , K˜ := K −BV −1BT . (8)
This follows from the following simple observation:
det
(
K B
BT V
)
= det
[(
1 −BV −1
0 1
)(
K B
BT V
)]
= det
(
K˜ 0
BT V
)
. (9)
The resulting Nambu-Goto action (2)
SN.G. = −
∫
dp+1ξ
√
− det K˜ detV , (10)
can be now reformulated in a square root free form, if we introduce an
auxiliary variable ρ: ∫
dp+1ξ
(
ρdet K˜ − 14ρ−1 detV
)
. (11)
To proceed further, we introduce a d × d auxiliary matrix ϕµν and apply
the Brink-Di Vecchia-Howe-Tucker-Polyakov method to the determinant of
K˜µν in order to have our semi-final action:∫
dp+1ξ
[
ρdetϕ
(
ϕµνK˜µν + 1− d
)
− 14ρ−1 detV
]
. (12)
At this point it is convenient to reparameterize the auxiliary variables ρ,
ϕµν by a new auxiliary scalar ω and a d-dimensional ‘worldvolume metric’
hµν as
ω−1 := (−ρ2 detϕ) 1d−2 , hµν := (−ρ2 detϕ)
1
d−2ϕµν . (13)
Now we are ready to spell our novel action, which we propose in order to
reformulate the Nambu-Goto action for p-brane:
SNew =
∫
ddσ Tr
(√
−hLNew
)
, Tr :=
∫
dnς ,
LNew = −hµνDµXMDνXM − 14ωd−1 detV + (d− 1)ω .
(14)
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In addition to ω and hµν , here we introduced one more auxiliary field A
i
µ
which defines the ‘covariant derivative’:
DµX
M := ∂µX
M −A iµ ∂iXM . (15)
The corresponding field strength reads
F iµν = ∂µA
i
ν − ∂νA iµ −A jµ ∂jA iν +A jν ∂jA iµ . (16)
In terms of the Nambu n-bracket which is defined by [10]
{Y1, Y2, · · · , Yn}N.B. := ǫi1i2···in∂i1Y1∂i2Y2 · ·∂inYn , (17)
the ‘potential’ detV takes the form:2
detV = 1
n!{XM1 ,XM2 , ··,XMn}N.B.{XM1 ,XM2 , ··,XMn}N.B. . (18)
In the above ǫi1i2···in is the totally anti-symmetric n-dimensional tensor of
the normalization ǫ12···n = 1.
The auxiliary variables assume the on-shell values:
A iµ ≡ (BV −1)µi , ω2−d ≡ 14 detV , hµν ≡ ω−1K˜µν . (19)
Plugging these into the action (14), we recover the Nambu-Goto action (10),
SNew ≡ SN.G.. In particular, we have the following on-shell relations,
∂iX
MDµXM ≡ 0 , DµXMDνXM ≡ K˜µν . (20)
The former is nothing but the Euler-Lagrangian equation for A iµ which is
solved by A ≡ BV −1 and prescribes that DµXM should be orthogonal to
∂iX
M on-shell. The latter holds since PMN := δ
M
N − ∂iXM (V −1)ij∂jXN
is a projector satisfying P 2 = P . Note also that PMN∂iX
N = 0 and
PMN∂µX
N ≡ DµXM .
Although not manifest, our novel action (14) enjoys the full (p + 1)-
dimensional diffeomorphism symmetry like the Nambu-Goto action (2), ir-
respective of the arbitrary splitting of the worldvolume coordinates: Un-
der an arbitrary infinitesimal coordinate transformation δξm = −υm or
2For the curved target spacetime manifold having the metric GMN (X), one
should bear in mind that DµXN = DµX
MGMN and {XN1 , XN2 , · · · , XNn}N.B. =
{XM1 , XM2 , · · · , XMn}N.B.GM1N1GM2N2 · · ·GMnNn .
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δ∂m = ∂mυ
n∂n, all the fields transform as
δXM = 0 ,
δA iµ = Dµυ
νA iν +Dµυ
i + 14ω
d−1 detV hµν∂jυ
νV −1ji ,
δω = − 2d−2ω(∂iυλA iλ + ∂iυi) ,
δhµν = Dµυ
λhλν +Dνυ
λhµλ +
2
d−2 (∂iυ
λA iλ + ∂iυ
i)hµν .
(21)
Note that this transformation rule is consistent with the on-shell relations
(19), and further that we assume the ‘active’ form of the diffeomorphism.
The dual ‘passive’ diffeomorphism which is directly relevant to the Noether
symmetry is given by δpssv.∂m = 0 and δpssv.Φ = δactiv.Φ + v
m∂mΦ for each
field Φ.
Apparently from (13), the above formalism is singular if d = 2, essentially
due to the Weyl invariance in two dimensions. In this case, we return to
(12), let hµν := ϕµν and introduce a dilaton e
−φ := ρ
√−h. The proposed
action for d = 2 case becomes, rather than (14):
Sd=2New =
∫
d2σ Tr
(√
−hLd=2New
)
, Tr :=
∫
dnς ,
Ld=2
New
= −e−φhµνDµXMDνXM − 14eφ detV + e−φ .
(22)
Like (19) the auxiliary variables assume the following on-shell values:
A iµ ≡ (BV −1)µi , e−2φ ≡ 14 detV , hµν ≡ K˜µν . (23)
Plugging these into the action (22) we recover the Nambu-Goto action (2)
again. The full (p+ 1)-dimensional diffeomorphism symmetry has the fol-
lowing two-dimensional realization:
δXM = 0 ,
δA iµ = Dµυ
νA iν +Dµυ
i + 14e
2φ detV hµν∂jυ
νV −1ji ,
δφ = −∂iυλA iλ − ∂iυi ,
δhµν = Dµυ
λhλν +Dνυ
λhµλ .
(24)
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Although the action (14) is still valid except d = 2, the case of d = 1
is special: the auxiliary scalar ω drops from the action as well as from the
diffeomorphism transformations. In other words, when d = 1 we need only
two types of auxiliary fields to take off the square root of the Nambu-Goto
action of a p-brane: an einbein e and a gauge field A iτ , i = 1, 2, · · · , p. With
a worldline parameter τ , the action (14) reduces to
Sd=1New =
∫
dτ Tr
(
e−1DτX
MDτXM − 14edetV
)
. (25)
The on-shell values of the auxiliary fields are then:
A iτ ≡ (BV −1)τ i , e ≡ 2
√
−DτXMDτXM/detV . (26)
In this case of d = 1 the full (p+ 1)-dimensional diffeomorphism takes the
following form:
δXM = 0 ,
δA iτ = Dτυ
τA iτ +Dτυ
i − 14e2 detV ∂jυτV −1ji ,
δe = e
(
Dτυ
τ −A iτ ∂iυτ − ∂iυi
)
.
(27)
3 Gauge fixing to Filippov-Lie n-algebra
Although our resulting actions for a p-brane, (14) for d ≥ 3, (22) for d = 2
and (25) for d = 1 are written in the form of a d-dimensional gauge the-
ory with d being less that p+ 1, they are invariant under the full (p+ 1)-
dimensional diffeomorphism. They are still identified as (p+1)-dimensional
models. In order to be identified as genuine lower dimensional gauge theo-
ries, it is necessary to break the full (p+ 1)-dimensional diffeomorphism to
a direct product of the d-dimensional diffeomorphism and the n-dimensional
volume preserving diffeomorphism. The latter then corresponds to a local
gauge symmetry of the d-dimensional action. In fact, for each value of d we
can impose a pair of gauge fixing conditions:3
3 When d = 1, besides (30), it is also possible to set e ≡ 2 and Aiτ ≡ 0 for all
i = 1, 2, · · · , p, utilizing the full (p + 1)-dimensional worldvolume diffeomorphism. Then
the case of p = 1 coincides with the well known conformally gauge fixed Polyakov string
action. We thank Kanghoon Lee for pointing out this [11].
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• For d ≥ 3,
∂iA
i
µ ≡ 0 , ω ≡ 1 . (28)
The unbroken local symmetry is then the direct product of the d-
dimensional diffeomorphism and the n-dimensional volume preserving
gauge symmetry, generated by the infinitesimal transformations satis-
fying ∂iυ
µ = 0 and ∂jυ
j = 0.
• For d = 2,
∂iA
i
µ ≡ 0 , φ ≡ 0 . (29)
The unbroken local symmetry is the direct product of the two-dimensional
diffeomorphism and the (p − 1)-dimensional volume preserving gauge
symmetry.
• For d = 1,
∂iA
i
τ ≡ 0 , e ≡ 2 . (30)
As we fix the einbein, the unbroken local gauge symmetry is given by
the p-dimensional volume preserving diffeomorphism only.
In each case, from (21), (24), (27), the former d-number of conditions can be
essentially achieved by diffeomorphism with the d-number of υµ generators
satisfying ∂iυ
µ 6= 0, while the latter single condition can be met by ∂iυi 6= 0.
The divergence free condition ∂iA
i
µ ≡ 0 must be imposed once we de-
mand the covariant derivative Dµ = ∂µ − A iµ ∂i to be an anti-Hermitian
differential operator, allowing the usual integration by parts. Furthermore,
the volume preserving diffeomorphism generators also satisfy the divergence
free condition ∂iυ
i = 0. That is to say, as usual, the gauge connection
assumes the same “Lie algebra” value as the volume preserving gauge sym-
metry generators.
Now it is crucial to note that the volume preserving gauge symmetry
generator as well as the covariant derivative can be represented by the
Nambu n-bracket:4 With the functional basis T a(ς), a = 1, 2, 3, · · · for the
n-dimensional manifold we have
υi∂i = υa1a2···an−1{T a1 , T a2 , · · · , T an−1 , }N.B. ,
Dµ = ∂µ −Aµa1a2···an−1{T a1 , T a2 , · · · , T an−1 , }N.B. .
(31)
4From the Poincare lemma the divergence free volume preserving generator is given by
υi∂i = ǫ
i1i2···in∂i1 υˆi2···in−1∂in which can be further organized to take the form (31).
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Note that here υa1a2···an−1 and Aµa1a2···an−1 are d-dimensional fields, being
independent of the ςi coordinates. Further the n-dimensional manifold is
assumed to be compact.
As is well known (see e.g. [12]), Nambu n-bracket provides an explicit
realization of infinite dimensional Filippov-Lie n-algebra [13] defined by n-
bracket satisfying the totally anti-symmetric property:
[X1, · · · ,Xi, · · · ,Xj , · · · ,Xn ] = −[X1, · · · ,Xj , · · · ,Xi, · · · ,Xn ] , (32)
and the Leibniz rule, also known as a fundamental identity:
[X1, · · · ,Xn−1, [Y1, · · · , Yn ]] =
n∑
j=1
[Y1, · · · , [X1, · · · ,Xn−1, Yj ], · · · , Yn ] .
(33)
In the Nambu-bracket representation of a Filippov-Lie algebra, we may em-
ploy the structure constant through
{T a1 , T a2 , · · · , T an}N.B. = fa1a2···anbT b . (34)
The structure constant is then totally anti-symmetric for the upper indices
and satisfies from the Leibniz rule (33):
fa1a2···ancf
b1b2···bn
an =
n∑
j=1
fa1a2···an−1bj e f
b1···bj−1ebj+1···bn
c . (35)
Now from (31) and (34), expanding the dynamical variables by the functional
basis XM (σ, ς) = XMa (σ)T
a(ς), the covariant derivative can be rewritten as
DµX
M = (DµX
M )aT
a , (DµX
M )a = ∂µX
M
a −XMb A˜bµa , (36)
where we set
A˜bµa := Aµc1c2···cn−1f
c1c2···cn−1b
a . (37)
In this way, after the gauge fixings, our final actions (14), (22), (25) re-
duce to genuine lower dimensional Filippov-Lie n-algebra based gauge the-
ory actions, where the potential is given by the n-Lie bracket squared (18)
and the covariant derivative is given by (36). Furthermore, at this point,
we may generalize the actions to assume an arbitrary (finite or infinite
dimensional) Filippov-Lie n-algebra as a gauge symmetry. With v˜ba :=
8
vc1c2···cn−1f
c1c2···cn−1b
a, from the passive transformation of (21) and the ex-
pression (31), the Filippov-Lie n-algebra based gauge transformation is given
by
δXMa = X
M
b v˜
b
a ,
δAµa1a2···an−1 = ∂µva1a2···an−1 + (−1)n(n− 1)Aµc[a1a2···an−2 v˜can−1] ,
(38)
of which the latter induces, from (35),
δA˜bµa = ∂µv˜
b
a − v˜bcA˜cµa + A˜bµcv˜ca . (39)
Especially, taking n = 3, equations (36) and (37) precisely coincide with
the definition of the covariant derivative in the Bagger-Lambert-Gustavsson
description of multiple M2-branes via Filippov three-algebra gauge interac-
tion [7, 8].
4 Comments
Filippov-Lie n-algebra is normally equipped with a bi-linear inner product.
This might be a potential problem whilst identifying our final actions (14),
(22), (25) after the gauge fixing (28), (29), (30) as a d-dimensional gauge
theory based on a genuine Filippov-Lie n-algebra, since the actions are not
generically quadratic. For example the kinetic term reads
√
−hhµνDµXMDνXM .
Again the Nambu-bracket provides a solution by simply generalizing the
bi-linear inner product to multi-linear inner products or the “trace” [14]:
Tr
(
T aT b · · ·T c
)
=
∫
dnς T aT b · · ·T c , (40)
which is invariant under the Filippov-Lie n-algebra gauge transformation:
For arbitrary m = 1, 2, 3, · · ·,
m∑
k=1
Tr
(
Y1, Y2, · · · , Yk−1, [X1, · · · ,Xn−1, Yk], Yk+1, · · · Ym
)
= 0 , (41)
or equivalently
m∑
k=1
fa1a2···an−1bk cTr
(
T b1T b2 · · ·T bk−1T cT bk+1 · · ·T bm
)
= 0 . (42)
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Our work manifests the general phenomenon, commonly known as Myers
effect [15], that non-Abelian structure of lower dimensional gauge theories
can capture the description of a higher dimensional brane:5 a single p-brane
can be described not only by a (p+ 1)-dimensional Polyakov action but
also by a gauged d-dimensional Polyakov action based on Filippov-Lie n-
algebra with p+ 1 = d+ n. Since the functional basis of the n-dimensional
manifold is infinite dimensional, the corresponding gauge group based on
the Filippov-Lie n-algebra is a priori infinite dimensional. However, we
emphasize that our final action admits a simple generalization taking any
Filippov-Lie algebra as a gauge symmetry.6
If we turn off the Filippov-Lie n-algebra gauge interaction, our d-dimensional
action corresponds simply to a Polyakov action for (d− 1)-brane. This sug-
gests the following physical picture behind our formalism: the description
of a single p-brane as a condensation of infinitely many lower dimensional
branes through Filippov-Lie algebra gauge interactions.
In particular, the action (25) provides a description of a p-brane via
infinitely many interacting relativistic point-particles (see [20] for a related
earlier work). Especially if we apply our formalism to an M2-brane in eleven
dimensions we obtain with the choice of d = 1,
SM2 =
∫
dτ Tr
(
e−1DτX
MDτXM − 18e[XM ,XN ][XM ,XN ]
)
. (43)
Since there are eleven scalars as M = 0, 1, 2, · · · , 10, this action corresponds
to a covariant version of the M-theory matrix model [21] (see also [22]),
without the light-cone gauge fixing.
Furthermore, in the case of p = 5 and d = n = 3, our results have com-
mon features with the Bagger-Lambert-Gustavsson description of multiple
M2-branes [7, 8]: Filippov three-algebra naturally arises, the definition of
the covariant derivative precisely coincides and the potential is given by the
three-bracket squared. This supports the idea that the Bagger-Lambert-
Gustavsson action with infinite dimensional gauge group may describe a
M5-brane as a condensation of infinitely many interacting M2-branes, as
explored in [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30].
5Since the trace (40) is invariant under any permutation of its arguments, the word
‘non-Abelian’ might be improper. More relevant structure appears to be the Filippov-Lie
n-algebra.
6For the discussion on the uniqueness of finite dimensional Filippov-Lie algebra see
[16, 17, 18, 19].
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